Figure S 1 -The laser created structure deposited on a Cu grating for observation on the HREM.
Figure S 2 -Raman spectra of two laser-created structures (the respective micrographs are shown in the insets). In a) a broadened spectral structure can be observed with a sharp prominent peak at 1085 cm -1 that can be attributed to the Z-carbon phase 1 . A complex spectrum of the laser particle in b) has been obtained with an expressive Z-carbon peak shifted to 1087 cm -1 . In the inset, a comparison between the Raman spectra of a diamond (green) and the latter laser created structure is displayed. observed, peaks at 1364, 1376, 1437 and 1450 cm -1 clearly manifest. As the sample has been annealed, trans-polyacetylene related vibrations must be ruled out 5 . On the other hand, this sequence of modes can indicate a novel laser created carbon phase since it matches, within few cm -1 , the theoretical predictions for the fully sp 3 bonded W-carbon crystal structure 6 . The photoluminescence spectra of the laser created particles, upon excitation at 488 nm, are neatly more intense than the laser modified surface and pristine graphite ( Figure S 3) . Similar photoluminescence has been reported for carbon nanoparticles 7 and nanodiamonds 8 .
